FALL 2017 rFLA NEIGHBORHOOD COURSES

Neighborhood course descriptions are available online at:

Innovate, Create, Elevate (ICE) http://www.rollins.edu/rollins-foundations-liberal-arts/neighborhoods/innovate-create-elevate.html
Identities: Mirrors and Windows (IMW) http://www.rollins.edu/rollins-foundations-liberal-arts/neighborhoods/identities-mirrors-windows.html
Mysteries and Marvels (MM) http://www.rollins.edu/rollins-foundations-liberal-arts/neighborhoods/mysteries-mars.html
When Cultures Collide (WCC) http://www.rollins.edu/rollins-foundations-liberal-arts/neighborhoods/when-cultures-collide.html

FALL 2017 rFLA NEIGHBORHOOD COURSES BY DIVISION

Expressive Arts Division
ICE 200A1 1 Conceptual Documentary Practice - CRN: 90738
ICE 200A3 1 The Artist in Society - CRN: 90764
ICE 200A4 1 Picturing Place - CRN: 90765
IMW 200A1 1 Voice Class and Identity - CRN: 90694
IMW 200A3 1 Ethical Idnet in Theatre, Film - CRN: 90770
MM 200A1 1 Peacebuilding through Theatre - CRN: 90750
MM 200A3 1 Music & Visual Art: Harmonious - CRN: 90758
MM 200A4 1 Music & The Mind_CE - CRN: 90759
MM 200A6 1 Spiritual Performance - CRN: 90772
MM 200A7 1 Globalization/Empire: Rome - CRN: 90783
WCC 200A4 1 The Power of Print - CRN: 90719
WCC 200A5 1 Global Pop Music - CRN: 90786

Humanities Division
ICE 200H3 1 Mad Men - CRN: 90731
ICE 200H3 2 Mad Men - CRN: 90732
ICE 200H4 1 Gender Adaptations - CRN: 90742
IMW 200H4 1 Ethical Tourism and Identity - CRN: 90760
IMW 200H5 1 Who Am I: Family, TV & Culture - CRN: 90796
IMW 200H6 1 Dystopian Young Adult Lit - CRN: 90843
MM 200H4 1 Sci-Fi, Philosophy, Film - CRN: 90775
WCC 200H1 1 Coming to America - CRN: 90741
WCC 200H2 1 Labor, Leisure, Culture - CRN: 90747
WCC 200H5 1 Trauma in Literature and Film - CRN: 90802
WCC 200H5 2 Trauma in Literature and Film - CRN: 90803

Social Science Division
ICE 200C5 1 Ethical Controversies - CRN: 90739
ICE 200C6 1 Engines of Economic Changes - CRN: 90767
ICE 200C7 1 The Patient Experience - CRN: 90794
IMW 200C4 1 Identities and Conflict - CRN: 90821
IMW 200C5 1920s: Battle for America's Id - CRN: 90826
MM 200C5 1 Demystifying Start-up Founders - CRN: 90725
MM 200C6 1 Body Lang: Bio of Human Comm - CRN: 90773
WCC 200C5 1 Sport in Perspective - CRN: 90746
WCC 200C7 1 You Are What You Speak - CRN: 90777
WCC 200C8 1 Roman Culture - CRN: 90785
WCC 200C9 1 China's Rise - CRN: 90793

Natural Science Division
ICE 200S3 1 Science & Culture of Chocolate - CRN: 90698
ICE 200S5 1 Science of Musical Instruments - CRN: 90768
ICE 200S5 2 Science of Musical Instruments - CRN: 90769
IMW 200S1 1 Ecology Environmental Issues - CRN: 90740
IMW 200S3 1 Human Genetics - CRN: 90778
MM 200S1 1 Springs, Swamps and Sinkholes - CRN: 90737
MM 200S3 1 Physics for Future Presidents - CRN: 90720
MM 200S4 1 The Good The Bad The Invisible - CRN: 90776
WCC 200S3 1 Astronomy Against the World - CRN: 90761
WCC 200S4 1 Oceans in Crisis - CRN: 90789

FALL 2017 rFLA NEIGHBORHOOD 300-LEVEL COURSES

Full course titles are available online at ICE, IMW, MM, WCC.

ICE 300 Digital Media, the Web, Coding 1, CRN: 90723
ICE 304 Psychology Saves the World 1, CRN: 90699
ICE 305 Community Arts & Activism_CE 1, CRN: 90801
ICE 306 Building the City of theFuture 1, CRN: 90827

IMW 300 Racial Fictions: Ident Am Lit 1, CRN: 90800
IMW 303 Learning by Storytelling 1, CRN: 90791
IMW 303 Learning by Storytelling 2, CRN: 90792
IMW 304 Your Rollins Identity 1, CRN: 90842

MM 300 Perceptions of Reality 1, CRN: 90701
MM 302 Refugees: Middle East Perf Lab 1, CRN: 90751
MM 302 Refugees: Middle East Perf Lab 2, CRN: 90752
MM 303 Like a Boss 1, CRN: 90790

WCC 301 Tech & Human Flourishing 1, CRN: 90748
WCC 302 Music & Politics in the Amer 1, CRN: 90787
WCC 302 Music & Politics in the Amer 2, CRN: 90788
WCC 304 America's Gifts 1, CRN: 90724
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